APPENDIX H

30% Plan Sheets for Modifications at Bailly
EXISTING WILSON TRACK TO REMAIN AS-IS.
PROPOSED WILSON SIDING ELIMINATED FROM PROJECT SCOPE.
DESIGN TO BE UPDATED ACCORDINGLY DURING FINAL DESIGN.

EXISTING

POT AND CONTINENTAL CANTILEVER

WILSON:

EXISTING WILSON TRACK TO REMAIN AS-IS.
PROPOSED WILSON SIDING ELIMINATED FROM PROJECT SCOPE.
DESIGN TO BE UPDATED ACCORDINGLY DURING FINAL DESIGN.
EXISTING WILSON TRACK TO REMAIN AS-IS.
PROPOSED WILSON SIDING ELIMINATED FROM PROJECT SCOPE.
DESIGN TO BE UPDATED ACCORDINGLY DURING FINAL DESIGN.

NOTE:
1. Bold items in allocation table indicates new work.
EXISTING WILSON TRACK TO REMAIN AS-IS.
PROPOSED WILSON SIDING ELIMINATED FROM PROJECT SCOPE.
DESIGN TO BE UPDATED ACCORDINGLY DURING FINAL DESIGN.
EXISTING WILSON TRACK TO REMAIN AS-IS.
PROPOSED WILSON SIDING ELIMINATED FROM PROJECT SCOPE.
DESIGN TO BE UPDATED ACCORDINGLY DURING FINAL DESIGN.
EXISTING WILSON TRACK TO REMAIN AS-IS.
PROPOSED WILSON SIDING ELIMINATED FROM PROJECT SCOPE.
DESIGN TO BE UPDATED ACCORDINGLY DURING FINAL DESIGN.
EXISTING WILSON TRACK TO REMAIN AS-IS. PROPOSED WILSON SIDING ELIMINATED FROM PROJECT SCOPE. DESIGN TO BE UPDATED ACCORDINGLY DURING FINAL DESIGN.
10/12/2018
ELIMINATE WILSON SIDING & BAILLY MOW

PROPOSED MOW TRACK ELIMINATED FROM PROJECT SCOPE. DESIGN TO BE UPDATED ACCORDINGLY DURING FINAL DESIGN.

NOTE:
1. BOLD ITEMS IN ALLOCATION TABLES INDICATES NEW WORK.
2. TWO NEW 1000' MOW TRACKS TO BE INSTALLED ALONG MAINLINE TRACKS. SEE SECTIONALIZING ISSUES.
3. REPLACE SIGNING; POWER CONDUCTORS.
4. RELOCATE MIPPO WIRING TO NEW POLE LINE.
EXISTING WILSON TRACK TO REMAIN AS-IS.

PROPOSED WILSON SIDING ELIMINATED FROM PROJECT SCOPE.

DESIGN TO BE UPDATED ACCORDINGLY DURING FINAL DESIGN.
PROPOSED MOW TRACK ELIMINATED FROM PROJECT SCOPE. DESIGN TO BE UPDATED ACCORDINGLY DURING FINAL DESIGN.
INTENTIONALLY BLANK